Cats, dogs and ferrets like to sleep in soft ___ like people
Birds, hamsters, rabbits and ferrets need a ___ to live in
Make sure your pet has plenty of ___ and water available
Birds will molt, while dogs and cats ___
Pet ___ do not have to be expensive; old socks and rags will do
Go to the Humane Society and ___ a pet rather than buying one
These little parasites are a pet owner’s nightmare
___ your pet frequently to keep their coat shiny, untangled and clean
___ dogs can be trained to assist blind or disabled people
If you take your dog for a walk, make sure he wears a ___
Birds like to ___ on a swing or stick
___ is a plant that many cats love
Include contact information on your pet’s ___ in case it gets lost
If you go away on vacation your dog can stay at a ___ or spay your pet if you do not plan to breed it
___ a pet can be a wet and messy adventure
A cat can be ___ so that it doesn’t harm the furniture
A ___ ___ should be big enough to protect your dog from rain and wind
Your pet needs daily ___ to keep it happy and healthy
___ and ferrets like to play in tubing and clothing
Fish, ferrets and reptiles may be pet options for people with ___ training for dogs is offered privately or at some pet stores
Pets make great ___ for children and those living alone
Get a ___ post if your cat wants to use its claws on the furniture
Dogs and cats need to be ___ against rabies and distemper
Some pets can be ___ so they “go” in the right place
Some cities and states have laws about ___ your pet after you buy it
Your pet will need yearly visits to a ___ to keep it healthy
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